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Introduction
 Personality is the totality of qualities and traits related to the character or behavior,
peculiar to a specific person.
 Researchers hypothesized that the experience of living as a stutterer in society may
have an impact on the personality type of the individual.
Personality Types
 Jung ’s Ty p o lo g y identified 16 personality types which are combinations of the
following characteristics:
 Introversion/Extroversion (I/E)
 Sensing/Intuition (S/N)
 Thinking/Feeling (T/F)
 Judging/Perceiving (J/P)
Research Question
 Are there statistically significant differences in personality types seen in stuttering
and non-stuttering adults?
Methodology
 Participants
 20 adults who were stutterers – 10 males and 10 females
 20 adults who were non-stutterers – 10 males and 10 females
 20-71 years of age
 Groups were matched for sex, race, and age (in the same decade)
Methodology
 Materials
 Jung ’s Ty p o lo g y 0n-Line Versio n (2003)
 Subjec tData F o rm
 Rec ruitm entF ly er
 Co nsentF o rm
 Procedures
 Subjects were recruited from the community, churches, on campus, and at
treatment centers.
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 All subjects completed the consent form, subject data form and the on-line
personality test.
 The personality test was scored on line and each subject received a four letter
personality type (i.e. ISTJ or INFJ).

Conclusions
 There were no statistically significant differences between personality types in
stuttering and non-stuttering individuals.
 Trend seen:
 Introvert/extrovert – male stutterers tended to be more introverted and females
stutterers tended to be more extroverted.
This researc h w as funded by the Ro nald E.M c Nair Sc ho lars P ro g ram atthe
U niversity o f Arkansas atLittle Ro c k.
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